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Where Sea Embraces Mountains, Sunflowers Bloom in Unity.
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Geography
Nestled in the heart of Eastern Europe, the Republic of Yulakia spans approximately 164
square kilometers of diverse terrain. Its landscape is characterized by sprawling plains,
dense forests, and rugged mountains, offering both strategic advantages and challenges
to its inhabitants and visitors.

Population
The  population  of  the  Republic  of  Yulakia  stands  at  an  estimated  95,000  people,
comprising a rich tapestry  of  ethnicities,  cultures,  and traditions.  The majority  of  the
population  resides  in  urban  centers,  with  the  capital  city,  Mazemovo,  serving  as  the
political, economic, and cultural hub of the nation of West Yulakia. Eastern Yulakia capital
city is Yurievgrad.



Government

The  Republic  of  West  Yulakia
operates under a democratic system
of governance, with President Vissim
I.  Dokolenko at the helm. Known for
his astute leadership and unwavering
dedication  to  the  welfare  of  his
people,  President  Dokolenko  has
steered  the  nation  through
tumultuous  times  with  grace  and
resilience.  Alongside him stands his
fiancée,  Arianna  Nakolenka,  whose
intellect  and  charisma  have  earned
her  widespread  admiration  among
the populace.

Military
The Yulakian Armed Forces comprise a formidable presence within the region, with a
total personnel strength of  4,750 troops. Strategically positioned military installations
dot  the  landscape,  ranging  from fortified  border  outposts  to  state-of-the-art  training
facilities. In addition to its ground forces, the nation boasts a capable air force and navy,
equipped with modern aircraft and naval vessels to safeguard its sovereignty. Eastern
Yulakia is upgrading its military strength with the help of Russia and seperatist appetites
for  control  of  Capital  City  of  Mazemovo  and  its  surrounding  cities  are  becoming
substantial. Not a week goes by that a new Russian transport ship arrives at docks on
Eastern Coast or a big transport plane lands at Shakal Military Base.

Historical Conflict
The Republic of Yulakia bears the scars of a bitter decade-long conflict that ravaged the
nation in the 1990s. Fueled by political unrest and ethnic tensions, the war tore through
the fabric of Yulakian society, leaving a legacy of division and distrust in its wake. The
conflict culminated in the division of the nation along the winding course of the Mazovka
River, with the eastern territories falling under the influence of Russia, while the western
regions aligned with the Western Nations. 



Economy
Despite  the  lingering  effects  of  conflict,  the  economy of  the  Republic  of  Yulakia  has
experienced steady growth in recent years, driven by robust sectors such as agriculture,
manufacturing, and technology. The nation's natural resources, including fertile farmland
and mineral deposits, serve as pillars of its economic prosperity, while investments in
infrastructure  and  innovation  continue  to  fuel  its  development.  Recent  oil  findings  in
Northeast Yulakia under seperatists control fuelled more appetites to expore the land and
maybe provoke a new conflict with newly gathered appetites. Eastern Yulakia is currently
also receiving income for tourist visits to Victorin - the biggest cave system in the region.
A border river runs right through the cave with Eastern entrance way more accessible
due to the natural structural design of the cave.
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